
Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  One 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  R Controlled Vowels 
Say each word.  Have the students touch their nose with their finger when they hear a word with a R 
Controlled Vowel.  
   
Word List:  R Vowel Words:  hurt, girl, fern, burn, dirt, stern, turn, twirl, perch, bird 
                         Other Words:  Brad, rag, free, grab, drag    

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Say hard and soft g words. Thumbs up when hearing 
hard g and thumbs down for soft g. This is done with eyes closed.  Use word list below. 

 
Articulation:   Demonstrate how to form your tongue, lips, mouth to make the correct 
pronunciation of hard and soft g.  Give the children mirrors so they can watch how they say each 
sound. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Introduce rule for hard and soft g:  g followed by "e", 
"i", or "y" is pronounced as a soft g. Others are pronounced as a hard g.  Give each student two post-
it notes that say "Hard G" (/g/) and "Soft G." (/j/) Show the word cards.  Have the students hold up 
the correct post it for the corresponding word card.  Example:  Hold up the word "page" and the 
students will hold up the "Soft G" post it.  Explain that it is a soft g sound because it is followed by an 
"e."  Repeat this routine with each word below. 

     
Word List:  Soft G:  Page, age, stage, gym, dodge, large, verge, wage 
                         Hard G:  gazed, got, gave, good 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading:  Closed Word Sort with Word Cards 

  I Do:  Show students two column headers: "Hard G" (/g/) and "Soft G." (/j/).  Take first card from 
stack. Think aloud how to read the word and decide which column to put it in.   
 

We Do: Lets do a couple together.  Allow the students to come up to the pocket chart and 
determine where a word card goes.  Provide assistance and feedback as necessary.    
 

You Do:  Give each student a copy of the word cards and let them sort them on their own.  
Provide assistance and feedback as necessary.    
 

Word List:   dodge, age, stage, gazed, got, gym.wage, page, gum, gave, large, verge,good 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building:  Writing and Highlighting    
I Do:  Teacher will call out word for students to map. If G is soft, students highlight G and vowel 
after it. Model how to do huge. Show students how to highlight g and e because it is soft. Model the 
word gold. Tell them not to highlight gold because the g is hard.    
 

We Do: Do one together. The word is large. Ask: Is the g hard or soft? (soft) Why? Because it is 
followed by an e. So, highlight the g and e together.     
 

You Do:   Read words for students to write and highlight.   
 
Word List:    dodge, age, stage, gazed, got, gym.wage, page, gum, gave, large, verge,good . 

5 min. 

Dictation 
page 
good 
wage 3 min. 

Text Application 
1.  Have students identify the words in story one that contain the targeted skill. 
2. Read the identified words. 
3. Read Story One. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  Two 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:    Finger Count 
Have students use their fingers to represent sounds.  Show which finger represents the sound that 
changed.  Use the words from the word list below. 

   
Word List:  slow - blow; ride - hide; beg - bet; rain - rake; ate - ape; biker - baker     

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Say hard and soft g words. Stand up when hearing hard 
g and sit down for soft g.  

 

Articulation:   Demonstrate how to form your tongue, lips, mouth to make the correct 
pronunciation of hard and soft g.  Give the children mirrors so they can watch how they say each 
sound. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:  Review rule for hard and soft g:  g followed by "e", "i", or 
"y" is pronounced as a soft g. Others are pronounced as a hard g.  Give each student two post-its 
notes that say "Hard G" (/g/) and "Soft G." (/j/).  Give each student a list of words below.  Have them 
highlight the words with "soft g" blue and the words with "hard g" yellow.  

     
 

 Word List:  Page, age, stage, gazed, got, gave, gym, dodge, large, verge, good, wage 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading:  Closed Word Sort with Word Cards      
I Do:  Show students 2 column headers - "hard g" and "soft g".  Do a "Think Aloud" on how to read 
words and decide which column it goes in.  Demonstrate with two words.    
 

We Do:   As a group, allow kids to read word cards orally and put in columns. 
 

You Do:  Give students their own stack of word cards to sort 
 
Word List:   Page, stage, gym, gazed, large, song, sing, verge, gave, dodge, good, wage      

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building:  Substitution     
I Do: Model changing letters to form new words. Write "charge", drop ch, and add l to form new 
word.  What is the new word?  (large)  Is this a hard or soft g?  (soft)  Why?  (because the g is 
followed by an e)     
 

We Do: Do one together. Write "dodge".  Change the "d" in dodge to "l".  What is the new word? 
(lodge)   Ask: Is the g hard or soft?  (soft)  Why?  (because the g if followed by e)    
 
You Do:  Have the students do the following while you provide assistance as necessary:  gage - 
cage; goose - loose; game - lame   
 
Word List:   gage/cage, goose/loose, game/fame. 

5 min. 

Dictation 
goose 
verge 
stage 

 
3 min. 

Text Application 
1. Read story one with identified target words. 
2. Read clean copy of story one. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  Three 

 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   R Controlled Vowel Popcorn words. Flash word cards while students take 
turns "popping" up out of their seats to read words.   
 
Word List:  birch, car, porch, mark, lurch, park.  

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Say hard and soft g words. Students will touch their 
head for hard g words touch their stomach for soft g.  
 

Articulation:  Demonstrate how to form your tongue, lips, mouth to make the correct 
pronunciation of hard and soft g.  Give the children mirrors so they can watch how they say each 
sound. 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:  Review rule for soft g- (g followed by "e", "i", or "y" is a 
soft g.)  Give the students the list of words below.  Have them circle the soft g words and put a box 
around the hard g words. 

      
 

Word List:  gym, age, gas, go, Marge, gum. 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading: -arge and - age Flip Books    
I Do: Think aloud how to read word & flip page to change letter thus changing words.  
Demonstrate how to change large to barge using flip book.   
 
We Do:  Allow students to come up and flip initial letters to make new words such as Marge and 
sarge.   
 

You Do:  Allow students to work independently with the -arge and -age flip books to make new 
soft g words.     
 

Word List:   large, barge, Marge, age, cage, page, stage. 

 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building:  Word chains.  

I Do:  Tell students we are going to change words by chaining them. Model chaining page to stage. 
 

We Do:   With student assistance change stage to rage.  Then change rage to rag. 
 

You Do: stage-stag- wag- wage-cage- age- bag 
 
Word List:   page, stage, change, rage, rag,  stage-stag- wag- wage-cage- age- bag 

5 min. 

Dictation 
gaze in the garden 

 
merge into the game 3 min. 

Text Application 
1. Identify target words in story 2. 
2. Read story 2.   10 

min. 



Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  Four 

 

 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Sight Word Speed Drill with lists 
Students work as a group or in partners to read sight word lists to improve automaticity.    
   
Word List:  would, around, before, always, write, first, again, because, does, right, your or other 
grade level appropriate Dolch list words. 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Say hard and soft g words. Thumbs up when hearing 
hard g and thumbs down for soft g. This is done with eyes closed. 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter s    Letter sound Correspondence:   Show each word card below to the students.  Have them 
hold up their hand when the word is pronounced with a soft g.     
 
Word List:  gave, gut, age, bridge, wedge, gum, cage, page, gaze, gave, gym  

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading:  Flash cards      
I Do:  Model reading the words from the flash cards using a think aloud.  Hold up the word cage.  
Say, "I see an "e" after the "g" so I know this word will be pronounced with a soft g /j/.  Then blend 
the sound together orally.  
 

We Do:  Have students chorally read the word cards as you "flash" them.    
 
You Do:   Allow students to partner read the word list. 
 

Word List:   large, barge, Marge, age, cage, page, stage, gazed, got, gave, gym, dodge, large, 
verge, wage, gum. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building: Substitution      
I Do:  Think aloud to model changing letters to form new words. Write "charge" drop "ch" and add 
"l" to form new word.   What is the new word?  (large)  Is it pronounced with a soft g or hard g?  
(soft)  Why?  (because an e follows the g)  
 
We Do: Let’s do one together. Write "dodge."  Change the "l" to "d."  What is the new word? 
(lodge)  Is it pronounced with a soft g or hard g?  (soft g)  Why?  (because an e follows the g)        
 
You Do:  Now it's your turn.  Follow the above routine with the word chain below.   
 

Word List:  age, cage, page, stage; large, barge, Marge; rag, rage,stage, stag, wag, wage 

5 min. 

Dictation 
goose got loose 
gob of gum 

 
3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Read story two. 

10 
min. 



Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  Five 

 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Name that Word on a Pocket Chart 
Sight word cards are turned upside down in a pocket chart.  Students take turns choosing a card and 
reading it.     
 
Word List:  would, around, before, always, write, first, again, because, does, right, your or other 
grade level appropriate Dolch list words. 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Have students stand.  Say hard and soft g words.  Have 
students step forward when they hear a soft g /j/ word and step backwards when they hear a hard g 
/g/ word. 

 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 
3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Review the rule for silent g.   Give each student a list of 
words.   Have students color the soft g words purple and hard g words red. 
 

Word List:  girth, purge, girl, urge, go, barge, gone, giggle, George. 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading: Open Word Sort with Word Cards   
I Do: Show students three  column headers: "Hard G" (/g/) and "Soft G." (/j/) and Other. Take first 
card from stack. Think aloud how to read each word amd decide which column to put it in.      
 
We Do: Students choose word card from stack. Place in pocket chart under correct heading. 
 

You Do:   Give each student a group of word cards and have them sort them on their own. 
Monitor the students and provide assistance and corrective feedback as necessary.  
 

Word List:   age, cage, page, stage, large, barge, Marge, rag, rage,stage, stag, wag, wage , got, 
gym. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building:  Brainstorming    
I Do:  Model brainstorming hard and soft g words. Place the brainstormed words in two columns, 
hard and soft g.     
 

We Do:   Practice brainstorming 2 or 3 words together and placing those words in the correct 
column.     
 

You Do:  Have the students brainstorm hard and soft g words and record in appropriate columns. 

   
Word List:   Create your own 

5 min. 

Dictation 
Gabe gave the guy a gold ring. 
Page will merge into the large group. 3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Read story three. 
2. Formative Assessment:  Student should read targeted skill words with the goal being 95% 

accuracy.   10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Target Words For Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g Stories 
 

 

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 
Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14) 

Skill Specific 
 New Words  

(5-7) 

Skill Specific 
Words From  
Story 1  (5-7) 

Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14 words) 
Page 

 
Gene gym Gage 

stage 
 

huge large golf 

gym 
 

cage dodge guide 

gazed 
 

bridge gaze goofed 

 
large 

rage  game 

 
wage 

  gave 

 
good 

  glass 

 
verge 

  germs 

 
gave 

  gulp 

 
dodge 

  gee 

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 



 

 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g, Week 1 

 

Story Number: 1 

 

 

 Page on Stage 

 

Page was on the stage in the gym.  She gazed at the large 

crowd in front of the stage.  Page had a song to sing but was 

on the verge of tears.  Page had stage fright, but she smiled 

and gave her best show.  Page did so well on stage that she 

took a bow in front of the large crowd.  As she left the gym, 

Page had to dodge the large crowd.  Page did so well when 

she sang her song on the stage her boss paid her nice wage!  

 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g, Week 1 

 

Story Number: 2 

 

 

Gene’s Cage 

 

Gene had to take a huge cage to the school gym.  It was 

for the dog show at noon.  He was told to leave the cage in 

the gym and keep it very clean for the show. 

 On his way to the large gym he had to get gas near a huge 

bridge.  After Gene got his gas, he had to dodge the mud 

that was on the bridge.  As Gene drove over the bridge a 

truck splashed the mud all over the huge cage!  

 Gene was in a rage when he got back to the gym.  Now he 

had to clean the huge cage!  Gene worked and worked to 

get the mud off the huge cage. It took until noon to clean the 

cage.  When it was time for the dog show Gene gazed at the 

huge cage with a smile.  He had it clean in time for the show. 

 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Complex Consonant - Hard and Soft g, Week 1 

 

Story Number: 3 

 

 

Gage’s Golf Guide 

 

Gage liked to play golf, but his golf guide goofed around 

too much.  Gage’s golf balls rolled in the pond when his golf 

guide goofed up and dropped his golf bag.  

Gee whiz!  What a mess!  Gage hoped the guide would 

leave his job so he would not goof up Gage’s game again.   

When the golf game came to an end, Gage had a huge 

thirst.  His golf guide gave him a glass of milk.  The glass was full 

of germs.  Gage had a gulp of the milk and the germs made 

him sick.  The next day he fired his golf guide. 

 



Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  One 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  Word sort with r- controlled vowels.  Students put a tally mark under /ar/, 
/or/ or /ir/ for sounds in words. 

   
Word List:  mark, stork, fir, dorm, storm, park, girl, card, port 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Prompt students to listen for hard g sound- same sound 
they hear in game and girl.  Students tap table when they hear the hard g sound.  Use list below. 

 
Articulation:       Hard g:  A voiced, stop sound, meaning it is not continuous.  Raise the back 
part of the tongue and press it against the front part of the soft palate.  The nasal passage is blocked 
and air emerges through the mouth.  The vocal chords are vibrating.  You can feel this by placing 
your hand against the throat. 
     
Soft g:  This is a voiced sound.  The lips are slightly rounded and stuck out.  The teeth are together 
and the tongue is pressed against them.  The teeth come apart to allow vibrating breath to come 
out. 
Word List:  Soft G:  rage, gym,  
                         Hard G:  goose, gate, gulp 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Introduce rule for hard and soft g:  g followed by "e", "i", 
or "y" is usually pronounced as a soft g /g/ like in the words gem and wage. When the letter g is 
followed by the vowels a, o, and u it usually stands for the hard sound like game and goat .  Provide 
students word cards that have g (e,I, or y) highlighted and hard g words w/ the letter g  and vowels 
highlighted.  Flip through word cards, students articulate the sound associated with each spelling 
pattern.  They say the sound but they do NOT read the word.  Teacher models first and have 
students echo letter sound correspondence.   

     
 

Word List:   goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 
Closed sort 

I Do:  Take a word card from the pile.  Think aloud reviewing the rules for soft and hard g.  Use 
blending routine to blend word as model for students. 

We Do:  Repeat the process with all students participating.  Monitor each students’ participation. 

You Do: Provide each student word cards to blend – monitor students and provide corrective 
feedback as needed.  

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym  
I Do:   Using magnetic letters or letter tiles, model the building of the word gasp.  Segment and use 
think aloud.   

We Do:  As a group, build the word gulp.  Have students discuss possible options.  Provide correct 
spelling for student s to check work. 

You Do:  Have students build one – three words as time allows. 

5 min. 

Dictation goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 3 min. 

Text Application 
1.  Have students identify the words in story one that contain the targeted skill. 
2. Read the identified words. 
3. Read Story One. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  Two 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  Move that sound.  Students move a marker other manipulative to indicate 
each sound in a word.   

   
Word List:   storm-stork; big-dig, trip-drip, perm-germ, pork-port  

 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:   Remind students that the letter g can stand for sound 
depending usually on the vowel that follows it.  When the letter b is followed by the letter e, I, or y, 
it may sound like the letter j.  Like in the name GAGE- emphasize the letter “e” at the end.  Model 
the /g/ as in game and /j/ as in gem.  Students practice making sound correctly.   
 

Articulation:        Hard g:  A voiced, stop sound, meaning it is not continuous.  Raise the back 
part of the tongue and press it against the front part of the soft palate.  The nasal passage is blocked 
and air emerges through the mouth.  The vocal chords are vibrating.  You can feel this by placing 
your hand against the throat. 
     
    Soft g:  This is a voiced sound.  The lips are slightly rounded and stuck out.  The teeth are together 
and the tongue is pressed against them.  The teeth come apart to allow vibrating breath to come 
out. 
 
goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Have students make the /j/ sound for ge, gi, gy, letter 
cards and /g/ for letter cards that have ga, go, gu. Go.  Students make with whisper voice hard and 
soft g as they touch words.  Teacher monitors to provide error correction.  

 
Word List:     goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 

I Do:  Teacher models with think aloud word reading, using decoding routines as letter tile is 
moved into place. 

We Do:  As a group, orally decode words as teacher pushes down a letter tile. 

You Do: Using available letter tiles, student partners place letter tiles for words while partner 
orally blends.  Students switch roles. 
 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 

I Do:   Using magnetic letters, model the segmenting and think aloud for building the word gym, 
emphasize the soft g sound. 

We Do:  As a group, use letter tiles on chart to build work goose.  Question students to provide 
think aloud prompts for them.   

You Do:  One student can build word at pocket chart if available.  Other students build 
independently.  Provide visual model for students to correct work. 

5 min. 

Dictation 
goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 

3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Read story one with identified target words. 
2. Read clean copy of story one. 10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  Three 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  With plastic spatula (if available) have students flip over sight word pancakes 
(cut from foam or paper).  Students read flipped word. 

   
Word List:  Sight words from current class list or give, good, girl, because, when, where, almost, 
some, or other grade level appropriate Dolch list word 
 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:    If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Articulation:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence    If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Word List:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 
Closed word sort on pocket chart 
I Do:  I’m going to read the word and decide if it goes on the soft g side or the hard g side.  I know 
that usually the g stands for the soft g when it is followed by the e,I, or y.  Knowing that rule will help 
me decide.  Blend the word orally for students to hear.  Place on correct side. 

We Do:  Have a student choose the next card.  Prompt students to tell their neighbors the soft g 
rule.  Use think aloud to chorally decode word and put into correct side.   

You Do: Give students word cards and have students work in pairs to sort into hard and soft g 
groups.  Check with pocket chart. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 

I Do:   Use letter tiles to build words.  Model segmenting with think aloud for students. 

We Do:  As group, use letter tiles in pocket chart to build words. 

You Do:  Students build remaining words independently with letter tiles. 
5 min. 

Dictation 

white gate 
good guess 
big gym 

3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Identify target words in story 2. 
2. Read story 2.   

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  Four 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  Thumbs up (or a small flag or notecard with a smile face, etc.) when students 
hear the /aw/ sound in a word.  Students freeze in place in they do not hear the sound /aw/. 
   
Word List:   caw, catch, claw, draw, snow, flaw, crawl, shawl, launch, mug, staunch, mauve, sky, 
dawn, taught, Saul, book 

 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:    If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Articulation:   
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:  If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Word List:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym, mask, dorm, 
park,  

 
I Do:  We are going to sort these words into hard g and soft g words.  I know that when the letter g 
is followed by and e, i, or y, it tends to be the soft g and sound like the letter j like in the word /gin/.  
Draw a word from the pile, decode w/ think aloud and place in group.   

We Do:  Draw another word, ask students what vowel follows the g.  Do they think it will be hard 
or soft?  Blend it together and place in correct group. 

You Do: Students each draw a word, blend w/ a partner and place into hard or soft g group. 
 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym 

I Do:   Model for students the writing of the words.  Use think aloud for decoding. 

We Do:  As a group, write words.  Encourage students to think aloud. 

You Do:  Give individual students words to write.   
5 min. 

Dictation 

The good goose is wet. 
Go to the big gym. 
The green gem is in the ring. 
 3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Read story two. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  Five 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  Sight word speed drill or other sight word game used in classroom. 

   
Word List: Grade level appropriate Dolch list words 

 
2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Articulation:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:  If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Word List:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:   goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym, Gail, grasp, 
glut, great, pig, grant, sag 
Open word sort 
I Do:  Teacher draw a word, think aloud decoding of word and how to sort. 

We Do:  As a group, decode next word and discuss how to sort. 

You Do: Give students (individually or partners) words to sort.  Challenge students to determine 
sorting rule they will use to sort words. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    goose, gate, good, rage, gulp, gem, gas, give, guess, gym, Gail, 
grasp, glut, great, pig, grant, sag 
I Do:  “I want to write the word gulp.  I need to segment the sounds and think – does the word “gulp” 
have a hard or soft g? /g/is the hard g so I don’t think the next sound will be a e, I, or y. Continue decoding 
and model writing of word. 
We Do:  Use the same process to guide students to write the next word – suggest choosing a soft “g” 
word. 

You Do:  Students write dictated words independently. 

5 min. 

Dictation 

Gail will grasp the pen. 
Gas is good for cars. 
I guess I will go to the gym. 
 3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Read story three. 
2. Formative Assessment:  Student should read targeted skill words with the goal being 95% 

accuracy.   10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Target Words For Hard and soft g Stories 
 

 

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 
Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14) 

Skill Specific 
 New Words  

(5-7) 

Skill Specific 
Words From  
Story 1  (5-7) 

Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14 words) 
goose Paige goose gauge 
gate grasp good Gail 
good glut rage goat 
rage great gate change 
gulp pig gulp gap 
gem grant  gasp 
glad sag  rag 
give   sage 

guess   guest 
gym   large 

    

    

    

    

    

 



 

 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Hard and soft g, Week 2 

 

Story Number: 1 

 

 

The Good Goose 
 The good goose saw a gate and went around the gate to see 

what was there.  Can you guess what the good goose found on the 

other side of the gate?   The good goose found lots of green grass.  

Did you guess that there would be green grass for the good goose 

to gulp?  He was glad to gulp the green grass on the other side of 

the gate.  He would not go into a rage if there was no green grass 

to gulp.  He would go on to search for food to eat if there was no 

green grass to gulp.



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Hard and soft g, Week 2 

 

Story Number: 2 

 

 

Paige and Her Goose 
Paige and her goose are great friends with a pretty pig.  The 

pretty pig lives by a gate in the field.  The pig will grant a wish to 

those who say nice things about him as they pass.  Paige and her 

goose walk through the field and pass through the pig’s gate.  As 

they pass through the gate they say, “What a pretty pig.”  The great 

big pig will grant Paige and her goose one wish.   

Paige thinks of a good wish.  Paige wants a big house that has 

a roof that does not sag.  The great big pig grants the wish and 

gives Paige and her goose a house in the field.  Paige and her 

goose go to their new house and see the roof sags.  Paige and her 

goose are in a rage because the roof on their new house sags.  They 

go back to the pig and tell him about the sag in the roof.  The roof is 

fixed by the pig and all is well. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Hard and soft g, Week 2 

 

Story Number: 3 

 

 

The Goat Named Gail 

Gail is a large goat that does not like change.  Gage is a large 

goat that loves to change things.   Gage is a guest at Gail’s house 

and he will change the things in the room.   

Gage will use a sage green rag to dust the things he will 

change.  Will Gail be in a rage when she sees the change Gage 

made?  One goat likes change but the other goat does not like 

change.   

Gage is a guest that made a good change for Gail.  Gail likes 

the change that Gage her guest made.  



Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  One 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  Word sort with r- controlled vowels.  Students put a tally mark under the 
column headings /ar/, /or/ or /ir/ for sounds in words. 

   
Word List:  March, dorm, bird, perch, for, car, card, fern, barn, born, urn, mark 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:   Introduce rule for hard and soft g:  g followed by "e", 
"i", or "y" is pronounced as a soft g. Others are pronounced as a hard g.  Prompt students to listen 
for hard g sound.  This is the same sound they hear in game and girl.  Students will tap the table 
when they hear the hard g sound.  Use list below. 

     
 

Articulation:   
Hard g:  A voiced, stop sound, meaning it is not continuous.  Raise the back part of the tongue and 
press it against the front part of the soft palate.  The nasal passage is blocked and air emerges 
through the mouth.  The vocal chords are vibrating.  You can feel this by placing your hand against 
the throat. 
 
Soft g:  This is a voiced sound.  The lips are slightly rounded and stuck out.  The teeth are together 
and the tongue is pressed against them.  The teeth come apart to allow vibrating breath to come 
out. 
 

Word List:  Soft G:  Page, age, stage, gym, dodge, large, verge, wage 
                         Hard G:  gazed, got, gave, good 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:  Provide students word cards that have g (e, i, or y) 
highlighted and hard g words with the letter g and vowels highlighted.  Flip through word cards, 
students articulate the sound associated with each spelling pattern.  Teacher models first and have 
students echo letter sound correspondence.   

 
Word List:   gym, Gage, goof, gold, gulp, gasp, gel, Page, gag 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:   girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, gum, plunge, go, great 

I Do:  We are going to sort these words into hard g and soft g words.  I know that when the letter g 
is followed by an e, i, or y, it tends to be the soft g like in the word gym.  Draw a word from the pile, 
blend with think aloud and place in group.   

We Do:  Draw another word, ask students what vowel follows the g.  Do they think it will be hard 
or soft?  Blend it together and place in correct group. 
You Do: Students each draw a word, blend with a partner and place into hard or soft g group. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, gum, plunge, go, great 
 

I Do:   Using magnetic letters or letter tiles, model the building of the word girl and cage.  Segment 
and use think aloud.   

We Do:  As a group, build the words gate and plunge.  Have students discuss whether it should be 
pronounced as a soft g or hard g.  Provide correct spelling for student s to check work. 
You Do:  Have students build all of the words as time allows. 

5 min. 

Dictation 
 
girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, gum, plunge, go, great 

 
3 min. 

Text Application 
1.  Have students identify the words in story one that contain the targeted skill. 
2. Read the identified words. 
3. Read Story One. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  Two 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  Move that sound.  Students move a marker or other manipulative to indicate 
each sound that changes in a word.   

   
Word List:   flip, flop, big, bog, mid, mad -  

 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:   Remind students that the letter g can stand for 
multiple sounds usually depending on the vowel that follows it.  When the letter g is followed by the 
letter e, I, or y, it may sound like the letter j.  Model the hard /g/ as in game and the soft /j/ as in 
gem.  Students practice making sound correctly.   
 

Articulation:     Hard g:  A voiced, stop sound, meaning it is not continuous.  Raise the back part 
of the tongue and press it against the front part of the soft palate.  The nasal passage is blocked and 
air emerges through the mouth.  The vocal chords are vibrating.  You can feel this by placing your 
hand against the throat. 
 
Soft g:  This is a voiced sound.  The lips are slightly rounded and stuck out.  The teeth are together 
and the tongue is pressed against them.  The teeth come apart to allow vibrating breath to come 
out. 
 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Have students make the /j/ sound for the ge, gi, gy, 
letter cards and /g/ for letter cards that have ga, go, gu.  Students make the appropriate hard and 
soft g sounds as they touch each word.  Teacher monitors in order to provide error correction.  
 

     
 

Word List:    gym, Gage, goof, glass, gold, gulp, gasp, gel, Page 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:    girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, gum, plunge, go, great 
 

I Do:  We are going to sort these words into hard g and soft g words.  I know that when the letter g 
is followed by an e, i, or y, it tends to be the soft g like in the word gym.  Draw a word from the pile, 
blend with think aloud and place in group.   

We Do:  Draw another word, ask students what vowel follows the g.  Do they think it will be hard 
or soft?  Blend it together and place in correct group. 

You Do: Students each draw a word, blend with a partner and place into hard or soft g group. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, gum, plunge, go, great 

I Do:  Using magnetic letters model the segmenting and think aloud for building the word cage, 
emphasize the soft g sound. 

We Do:  As a group, use letter tiles on chart to build word good.  Question students to provide 
think aloud prompts for them.   

You Do:  Have students build words with a partner. 

5 min. 

Dictation 
girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, gum, plunge, go, great 
 3 min. 

Text Application 
1. Read story one with identified target words. 
2. Read clean copy of story one. 10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  Three 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  With plastic spatula have students flip over sight word pancakes (cut from 
foam or paper).  Students read flipped word. 

   
Word List:  grade level appropriate Dolch list words 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:    If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Articulation:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence    If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Word List:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:    girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, gum, plunge, go, great 

I Do:  I’m going to read the word and decide if it goes on the soft g side or the hard g side.  I know 
that usually the g stands for the soft g when it is followed by the e,I, or y.  Knowing that rule will help 
me decide.  Blend two words orally for students to hear.  Place on correct side. 

We Do:  Have a student choose the next card.  Prompt students to tell their neighbors the soft g 
rule.  Use a think aloud to chorally decode word and put on the correct side.   

You Do: Give students word cards and have students work in pairs to sort into hard and soft g 
groups.  Check with pocket chart. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, gum, plunge, go, great 

I Do:   Use letter cards to build words.  Model segmenting with think aloud for students. 

We Do:  As group, use letter tiles in pocket chart to build words. 

You Do:  While students are building words independently, have one student build on pocket 
chart for assessment. 

5 min. 

Dictation 

Gabe and the girl 
plunge in the cage 

3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Identify target words in story 2. 
2. Read story 2.   

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  Four 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  Word sort:  hard and soft c 

   
Word List:  cat, came, cast, cot, coins, cry, Cam, cards, crow, Mac, cone, cream, face, ice, Vince, 
since, cent, place, once 

 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:    If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Articulation:   
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:  If additional practice is needed, see 
previous lessons. 
 
Word List:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  girl, gate, goose, glove gone large bridge goat go gut plunge plug cross 
crab cent once 

I Do:  Teacher draws a word and does a think aloud decoding the word and models for the 
students how to place it. 
We Do:  As a group, decode next word and discuss where to place it. 

You Do: With partners have students sort the remaining words.  Challenge students to determine 
sorting rule they will use to sort words. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:  wage, gulp, gold, gasp, gem, goat, gives, girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, 
good, gum, plunge, go, great 

I Do:   Model for students the think aloud for encoding the words wage and goat. 

We Do:  As a group, write the words gem and gives.  Encourage students to think aloud. 

You Do:  Give individual students words to write.  Give each student a different word for an 
informal assessment.   

5 min. 

Dictation 

The girl earns a wage. 
The goat eats gold. 

3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Read story two. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Hard and soft g, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  Five 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:  Sight word speed drill 

   
Word List:  grade level appropriate Dolch word list  

 
2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness: 
 
Articulation:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence: 
 
Word List:  
 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:   wage, gulp, gold, gasp, gem, goat, gives, girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, good, 
gum, plunge, go, great 

I Do:  Teacher draws a word and does a think aloud decoding the word and models for the 
students how to place it. 

We Do:  As a group, decode next word and discuss where to place it. 

You Do: With partners have students sort the remaining words.  Challenge students to determine 
sorting rule they will use to sort words. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    wage, gulp, gold, gasp, gem, goat, gives, girl, gate, golf, cage, gust, 
good, gum, plunge, go, great  

I Do:  “I want to write the word gulp.  I need to segment the sounds and think – does the word 
“gulp” have a hard or soft g? /g/is the hard g so I don’t think the next sound will be a e, I, or y. 
Continue encoding and model writing of word. 

We Do:  Use the same process to guide students to write the next word–gem. 

You Do:  Orally dictate the words from the list as the students encode them.  Provide corrective 
feedback as necessary. 

5 min. 

Dictation 

My wage is paid in gold. 
The girl will gasp when she makes a goal. 
 

3 min. 

Text Application 

1. Read story three. 
2. Formative Assessment:  Student should read targeted skill words with the goal being 95% 

accuracy.   10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Target Words For Hard and soft g Stories 
 

 

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 
Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14) 

Skill Specific 
 New Words  

(5-7) 

Skill Specific 
Words From  
Story 1  (5-7) 

Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14 words) 
girl  wage cage urge 

gate gulp go game 
golf gold gust rage 
cage gasp girl gin 
gust gem gum glad 
good goat  glove 
gum gives  germ 

plunge   gym 
go   gas 

great   goes 
gig    

    

    

    

    

 



 

 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Hard and soft g, Week 3 

 

Story Number: 1 

 

 

Gabe and the Girl 
Gabe and the girl stood by a gate to the golf course.  They saw 

a live trap cage near the first hole.  There was no bait in the live trap 

cage.  Gabe had gum.  The gum could be used as bait.  Gabe and 

the girl went over the gate to put gum in the live trap cage.   

Then a gust of wind blew a golf ball near the cage by Gabe.  

He did not want to get hit by the golf ball.  Gabe and the girl dove 

in the grass.  Gabe saw the golf ball plunge into the cage.    The ball 

set off the live trap.  Now Gabe and the girl did not need to use the 

gum as bait so they chewed it. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Hard and soft g, Week 3 

 

Story Number: 2 

 

 

The Goat in the Cage 
The girl earns a wage with her goat that does tricks in a cage.  

The goat does tricks in his cage to earn the girl a wage.  The girl gets 

her wage in gold.  

The goat likes to eat gold.  The goat eats her gold and the girl 

cries.  The goat does more tricks, and she earns the wage of a big 

fat gem!  The goat likes gems too.  The goat eats her gems and the 

girl cries.   

The girl thinks of a plan.  She gives the goat gum so it will not eat 

her wage.  The goat does more tricks, and she earns the wage of 

gems and gold.  The goat chews his gum and she keeps her wage. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Hard and soft g, Week 3 

 

Story Number: 3 

 

 

The Germ Free Gym 

A girl named Gin and her friends want to play in a germ free 

gym.  Gin will urge her friends to play a game of tag in her gym.  Gin 

does not know her gym has a germ.   

The little germ in the gym greets the friends.   Gin is in a rage 

over the germ.  She sprays a gas to get rid of the germ.  The sly germ 

hides in a glove until the gas is gone.  The germ goes in the gym 

when Gin and her friends leave.  This is not a germ free gym! 


